IEA Foundation SCORE Rubric for Project Proposals

*Updated July 2020*

Application #__________

About the applicant/project name or theme______________________________________

I. **Significance of the project to impact community**
   2  Evidence demonstrates the project’s potential to make a contribution to the community in response to COVID 19, racial justice, AND/OR community partner has been contacted ahead of time about possibility of working together/already worked together in past
   1  Evidence demonstrates the project’s potential to make a contribution
   0  Unclear how the project will impact the community

II. **Data shared about needs of the school and/or community that will be met as a result of the project**
   2  Data provided as evidence to demonstrate a clear description of the needs that will be met
   1  Evidence includes little description of the needs
   0  No data provided as evidence of what needs are trying to be met

III. **Projected involvement of others**
   2  Evidence demonstrates the project’s involvement of early career colleague(s) and others as additional volunteers (parents, other educators, community members)
   1  Evidence demonstrates the project’s potential to involve few adult volunteers (in addition to applicant(s) and/or only students
   0  Involvement is limited to only the applicant and his/her students

IV. **Social Media included**
   2  Evidence of a plan to communicate about the project using social media; such as accounts already established and website links provided
   1  Plan to communicate is not well thought out; willing to promote on social media but no examples provided
   0  No communication plan in application about how the project will be featured on social media

V. **Directions/Support**
   4  Unique idea proposed to help school or community in response to COVID 19 AND/OR racial justice
   3  Responded to all areas of application with few if any errors, included a letter of support from additional volunteers and/or identified community partner
   2  Responded to all areas of application with few if any errors
   1  Application responses may be incomplete or not well thought out; community component or volunteering is absent

Twelve points possible from the five criteria areas described above.
Total points earned by this project proposal: ___________/12.